Female artists
Femmes fatales
& women as objects

					
rotation of artworks in the
muséefin-de-sièclemuseum

The Royal Museums of Fine Arts of Belgium possesses a rich
collection of works on paper, which mainly consists of drawings,
pastels and watercolors from the years 1868-1914. Our structural
partner institutions, the print room and the music department
of the KBR, the collection of 20th-century art from the RMAH
and the archives of la Monnaie, also have a rich and specific
collection that is complementary to ours. All these collections
demonstrate the importance of the techniques on paper during
this period. Because of their sensitivity to light, these works
cannot be permanently shown to the public. That is why these
works are shown in specific parts of the exhibition route, each
time on a specific theme, and the set-up is replaced every six
months, in accordance with the strict protection guidelines.
The selection that will be shown from December 2019 up
to June 2020, focuses on the contrast between female artists,
femmes fatales and women as objects. The starting point of this
selection are the sketches and studies of Alix d’Anethan (1848
- 1921), purchased by the museum in 1924 as part of the “wish to
see our collection of modern drawings grow.”
Alix d’Anethan, just like many other female artists, is
practically unknown today. Although she was part of the
group of women who quietly emancipated in an artistic world
dominated by men. A world in which it was often forbidden
for them to follow an official education. They are therefore rare,
the women who succeeded and were able to claim their place,
without the support of their father or their husband who is also
an artist.
We are more familiar with the muses of the male artists than
with these women who have created themselves. Other iconic
images from this fin de siècle period are the male obsession
with the figure of the femme fatale, the mysterious woman or the
woman as an object. And are these two images and the tension
between them not still relevant?
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Anna Boch
Anna Boch (1848 - 1936) is without a doubt the best-known female artist
from the fin de siècle period. As a descendant of an industrial family, sister
of painter Eugène Boch, student of Isidore Verheyden (1846 - 1905) and
niece of Octave Maus (1856 – 1919), founder of the artist groups Les XX and
La Libre Esthétique, she enjoyed a privileged position and she joined Les
XX in 1885 as the only female member.
She regularly exhibited at the exhibitions of this group, but also made
a name for herself as a collector, patron and founder of a front-rank salon.
She is the only one who bought a work of art from Vincent van Gogh
(1853 - 1890) during his lifetime, namely The Red Vineyard in 1888. She left
an important part of her collection at the Royal Museums of Fine Arts of
Belgium, including the works: Russian music by James Ensor (donated
during her lifetime), A Sunday Afternoon on the Island of La Grande Jatte
by Georges Signac, The Calanque by Paul Signac and Conversation in the
meadows. Pont-Aven by Paul Gauguin.
After the Museums purchased the impressionist canvas Breton coast
in 1920, they also enriched their collection with some portraits of the artist,
including one by the hand of her teacher Isidore Verheyden (1846 - 1905)
and a bust by the hand of another female artist, Juliette Samuel (1877 - 1931).
Juliette Samuel was the wife of sculptor Charles Samuel (1862 - 1938) and
was also a sculptor, an art form that was then considered inappropriate for
women. The techniques on paper, drawing and pastel, which for a long
time were regarded as inferior art forms - just like women - were suitable
for female artists. From the second half of the 19th century, this gradually
changed.

Anna Boch
Breton Coast, Oil on canvas, (ca. 1901)

Juliette Samuel, bron Blum
Anna Boch, painter (1848-1933),
Bust, marble

Isidore Verheyden
Portrait of Mrs. Anna Boch
Oil on canvas, 1884

James Ensor
Russian Music, Oil on canvas, 1881

Georges Seurat
A Sunday Afternoon on the Island of La Grande Jatte, Oil on canvas, (1888)

Paul Gauguin
Conversation in the meadows. Pont-Aven
Oil on canvas, 1888

Théo van Rysselberghe
Portrait of Octave Maus
Oil on canvas, 1885

Even today, Anna Boch is still the most visible female artist of the Les XX
group and beyond, but she was not the only one. We made the calculation,
with no fewer than 364 women participating in the events organized by Les
XX and La Libre Esthétique, including all categories, collectors and models.
Of these, 91 were active in the visual and decorative arts. Nevertheless,
their visibility remains limited. Many female artists, often represented onceonly, had a male parent in the groups.
The inclusion of the decorative arts in the exhibitions of La Libre
Esthétique increases the number of women exhibiting. Also important is
the Vie et Lumière association, which made its appearance during the 1905
exhibition, with Jenny Montigny and Anna De Weert as members. Yet it
must be acknowledged that women, whether they were artists, speakers,
musicians, collectors, patrons, Maecenas or visitors, rarely came out of the
shadows. We only try to shed some light on them.
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Being or becoming an artist, it was not an easy task for women in
the 19th century. Until the end of this century, they were not yet
admitted to the majority of the academies of Fine Arts and they
were therefore mainly trained by private teachers or in private
studios. Led by director Jean-François Portaels (1818 - 1895), the
Brussels Academy opened a female studio around 1880. In this
studio a young artist from Mons, Cécile Douard (1866 - 1941) could
be found for a short period, before she became the pupil of
Antoine Bourlard (1826 - 1899).
Other artists followed a similar route, such as Alix d’Anethan
(1848 - 1921), who first worked for Emile Wauters (1846 - 1933) and
then moved on to the women’s studio of Alfred Stevens (1823 1906) in Paris. Later she became the pupil of Puvis de Chavannes
(1824 - 1898). With Alfred Stevens she was in the company of the
Belgian Louise Héger (1839 - 1933), Berthe Art (1857 - 1934) and Léo
Arden (1860 - 1904).
However, we do not know what education Paule Deman
(1886 - 1966), daughter of the Brussels publisher Edmond Deman,
received. It goes without saying that since she was little she was
part of an environment that is conducive to an artistic awakening.
Her father published the texts of the symbolist writers with
illustrations by artists such as Félicien Rops (1833 - 1898), George
Minne (1866 - 1941) and Charles Doudelet (1861 - 1938). Because
their sketches and drawings are part of the modern art collection
of the MRBAB and the Print Room of the KBR, these three female
artists were selected from the many other artists of whom we
own one or more works. Each artist represents a different career
and a different female contribution to the Belgian fin de siècle art.

Cécile Douard
Cécile Douard is a remarkable artist and a remarkable woman. Already at
the age of 17 she shows her talent and gets permission from her teacher
Antoine Bourlard to participate in the general competition of the Academy
in Bergen. She won several prizes there. She made a few portraits, such as
that of Queen Marie Henriette of Austria (1836 - 1902), but she was mainly
interested in modern life and the living conditions of the workers in the
Borinage. One could see her as the female counterpart of Constantin
Meunier (1831 – 1905), but she sets different accents.
She mainly depicts female workers who reflect strength and
resilience. Her favorite model was a certain Racailla. The figure of Racailla
contrasts sharply with the skinny women in Meunier’s work. The work
Borinage that is exhibited here would be a portrait of her. The attention
not only goes to her face, but also to her hands: these reflect the suffering
under daily physical exertion.
Cécile Douard often went on site to observe and sketch the workers.
She also descended the mines to become aware of the working
conditions. She describes this in her autobiographical manuscript: “I
am going down, I have wanted this for a long time and I am somewhat
emotional. [...] I’m a little scared. … ’The paintings, sketches and prints that
Cécile Douard left behind show her fascination for life in and the landscape
of the Borinage. Her last work is The Spoil Heap, 1898. After she loses an eye
in an accident in 1892, she becomes completely blind in 1899. After this she
learns Braille and, since it came into existence in 1922, is committed to the
Braille League. An example of this are some postcards exhibited here.

Paul Renouard
Women’s studio at the Royal Academy of Arts in London
Black chalk on paper, (s.d.)

Alix d’Anethan
The drawings of Alix d’Anethan, her work is close to symbolism, became
part of the Museum’s collection after being purchased by the Fine Arts
Commission of the Belgian state. The aim was to create a collection of
modern drawings for the Museum, at that time called the Musée royal de
Peinture et de Sculpture. The commission also stated that “due to their
nature as studies (studies of gestures, attitudes and some heads) they
(framed at the time) will be placed in the reserve. Lack of space makes it
difficult to exhibit them in our rooms”. Apart from a set of three sketches,
until today the public could not admire any of these drawings.
Alix d’Anethan, of whom the Museums have owned a canvas since
1911, shares the same fate as most of the 19th-century female artists from our
collection. This is reinforced by the fact that we have few sources about her
life and her creations. On her father’s side, she comes from a noble family
and bears the title of baroness, and on her mother’s side from an artistic
family, the Artans. She worked in Paris and regularly exhibited in the Salons.
She was also part of the famous Durand-Ruel gallery, where she exhibited
for the first time in 1891 and which organized a retrospective of her work in
1922. In Belgium she was part of the Cercle des Femmes Peintres - still the
only one of its kind - which organized four exhibitions between 1888 and
1893 in the Musée Moderne in Brussels.
It shows the will of female artists to take their place in this maledominated field and to counter the image of ‘amateur’ given to them by the
art critic. However, their success was limited. In the case of Alix d’Anethan,
her canvas Holy Women at the Tomb was only later purchased by the
Museums. This work translates the influence of her Parisian teacher Puvis
de Chavannes, who actually encouraged her to commit to wall painting.
Thanks to the support of the violinist Vincent d’Indy, she executed some
monumental works, but on canvas, for the church of Boffres.

Today, only a few works by her are known and the drawing fund holds
the largest collection of her drawings. They are probably studies which
were intended to work out on canvas. Despite the fact that we cannot link
these drawings to a specific painting, it seems likely that Alix d’Anethan
started from her academic studies of nudes to paint clothed figures and this
often in a monumental style, such as Holy Women at the Tomb. In contrast
to paintings, drawings give us the opportunity to enter into the intimacy of
the artist’s studio before the sensuality and individuality of the models is
erased.
In Holy Women at the Tomb Alix d’Anethan presents a religious
subject, Easter morning, the crucial moment when sorrow gives way to
hope. The painting testifies not only to a certain preference in the symbolist
environment for religious subjects, but also to the influence that Pierre Puvis
de Chavannes had on his Belgian pupil. A static and stripped monumental
style and a harmony of colors and nuances. This interpretation can be
compared to the work that sculptor George Minne made. He made this
in a style that refers to medieval art and worked in a more hermetic form,
focusing on himself and the feeling of silent mourning. The common points
of the two interpretations, which are otherwise very different, are the
simplicity and the monumentality of the forms and the concentration on the
essence.
Léo Arden, full name Charlotte Léonie Arden, a fellow student of
Alix d’Anethan with Alfred Stevens in Paris, shows in And I was left alone!
another symbolic theme, death and loneliness. Between dream and
reality, she shows an old man who cries over his wife’s death, while his
wife is carried away by angels. Given that we only have a limited number
of sources about the life and work of Léo Arden, it seems to be her most
important work.

Alix d’Anethan
Holy Women at the Tomb, Oil on canvas

Léo Arden
And I was left alone!, Oil on canvas, 1896

Paule of Paulette Deman
Paule or Paulette Deman is the daughter of Edmond Deman (1857 - 1918),
publisher of art reproductions. She grew up in an artistic environment and
around 1900 she started drawing and painting. Thanks to her father she gets
to know Léon Spilliaert, with whom she probably had a love affair, but who
mainly gave her artistic advice: “Send the figures to the devil ... Make nature
pieces, landscapes or interiors without taking anything away or adding
anything. [...] Never ever do imaginary painting, symbolism, mysticism, ..., ....
“ Spilliaert finds life and light in the landscapes of Paule Deman.
It is therefore not surprising that Deman is briefly associated with the
Vie et lumière group, founded by Emile Claus. However, she has never
become as professional as Cécile Douard, Alix d’Anethan and Anna Boch.
She represents a group of women who grew up in a prosperous and
culturally interested environment, and who see art as a pastime. The RMFAB
have a collection of drawings by her from 1905 to the end of her life, some
of which are exhibited here.

Cécile Douard
Boraine,
Oil on canvas, 1892

G. Jamotte
Portrait of Paulette Deman
Pastel and charcoal on paper on canvas, 1909
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Félicien Rops & Fernand Khnopff
At the end of the 19th century, female artists often found themselves in the
background, in the shadow of the male masters. On the other hand, the
woman is omnipresent at that time in her role as muse and model and even
as subject. This is also the case with the two grand masters of the Belgian Fin
de Siècle period: Félicien Rops and Fernand Khnopff.
The two artists, however, represent the woman in an almost opposite
way: one glorifies the female body with a new, very modern vision at that
time, the other in most cases makes the body invisible by concealing it
in dresses which have been closed up to the neck and often hides their
hands in gloves. An example of this is the portrait of his sister Marguerite
and the work Memories (Lawn tennis). These works often refer to a deeprooted sense of loneliness. Sometimes the artist also completely excludes
this female body, for example in the sculpture An English young woman.
With the exception of a few book illustrations showing poisonous women,
his women appear primarily as sphinxes or angels. One kind of woman
with an enigmatic face haunts him and usually takes on the features of his
sister Marguerite.

Fernand Khnopff
Portrait of Marguerite Khnopff
Oil on canvas, mounted on panel,
(1887)

Fernand Khnopff
Mask of a Young English Woman
Bust, polychrome plaster,
(1891)

While Khnopff integrates bourgeois conventions into his work and
usually depicts women mysteriously and even unattainably, Rops opposes
this by exploring the other side of bourgeois culture. Rops answers
the immaterial woman of Khnopff with a lustful woman. With Rops, the
woman is not only naked, but she is alive and can even have a destructive
power. This is especially true when she is associated with Satan. This
association caused scandal at that time, just like the representation of
women as an erotic being and the representation of sex, which sometimes
exceeded the limit of perversion. Rops deliberately provoked to show
the intolerance and hypocrisy of society. The reception of the artist and his
work (mainly engravings) outside Belgium bears witness to this hypocrisy
and ambiguity: the most famous unknown artist, his work is often reduced
to the erotic and was considered only accessible for “connoisseurs”.

Fernand Khnopff
Memories (Lawn tennis)
Pastel on paper mounted on canvas, (1889)

